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“Capturing the violence and romance of medieval life, Iggulden makes real
those grand characters who live in the collective memory. A page-turner
sure to have readers eager for the next in the series.”
                                                                        —Kirkus

The first book in #1 New York Times–bestselling author Conn Iggulden’s
brilliant new historical series about two families who plunged England into a
devastating, decades-long civil war.

In 1437, the Lancaster king Henry VI ascends the throne of England after years
of semi-peaceful regency. Named “The Lamb,” Henry is famed more for his
gentle and pious nature than his father’s famous battlefield exploits; already, his
dependence on his closest men has stirred whispers of weakness at court.
           
A secret truce negotiated with France to trade British territories for a royal
bride—Margaret of Anjou—sparks revolts across English territory. The rival
royal line, the House of York, sees the chaos brought on by Henry’s weakness
and with it not only opportunity in the monarch, but also their patriotic duty in
ousting an ineffectual king. As storm clouds gather over England, King Henry
and his supporters find themselves besieged abroad and at home. Who or what
can save the kingdom before it is too late?
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Editorial Review

Review
Pacey and juicy, and packed with action Sunday Times Energetic, competent stuff; Iggulden knows his
material and his audience Independent A novel that seamlessly combines narrative, historical credence and
great knowledge of the period Daily Express Iggulden is in a class of his own when it comes to epic,
historical fiction Daily Mirror Superbly plotted and paced The Times Conn breathes new life into the darkest
and most dramatic of times, with a flair for both the huge scale and human interest of it all Star Exceptionally
well-written and gripping Stylist Compelling reading Woman & Home A benchmark for historical fiction,
showcasing Conn Iggulden at his finest Parmenion Books blog Full of period detail, the narrative weaves a
glittering thread through the complex, political chaos of the time. It's been said that Game of Thrones is the
Wars of the Roses written as fantasy: this is the real thing, more glorious, more passionate, far, far more
gritty -- Manda Scott, author and head of HWA

About the Author
Conn Iggulden is one of the most successful authors of historical fiction writing today. Stormbird is the first
book in his brilliant new series set during the Wars of the Roses, an extraordinary period of British history.
His previous two series, on Julius Caesar and on the Mongol Khans of Central Asia, describe the founding of
the greatest empires of their day and were number one bestsellers. Conn Iggulden lives in Hertfordshire with
his wife and children.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Bryan Rodriguez:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students since they're still students or the idea for all people
in the world, the actual best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that issue above. Every person
has various personality and hobby for every single other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that
they don't would like do that. You must know how great along with important the book Wars of the Roses:
Stormbird. All type of book would you see on many options. You can look for the internet sources or other
social media.

Melissa Jackson:

The book untitled Wars of the Roses: Stormbird contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains
your girlfriend idea with easy technique. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do not
necessarily worry, you can easy to read it. The book was authored by famous author. The author will bring
you in the new era of literary works. You can easily read this book because you can read more your smart
phone, or device, so you can read the book with anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase
the e-book, you can open up their official web-site along with order it. Have a nice read.



Sandra Maes:

You could spend your free time to study this book this book. This Wars of the Roses: Stormbird is simple to
develop you can read it in the playground, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not have much space
to bring the actual printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you much easier to read it.
You can save the book in your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one
buys this book.

Elizabeth Sherer:

Do you like reading a reserve? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book seemed to be rare? Why
so many problem for the book? But virtually any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some
people likes examining, not only science book but in addition novel and Wars of the Roses: Stormbird as
well as others sources were given information for you. After you know how the truly great a book, you feel
want to read more and more. Science book was created for teacher or even students especially. Those ebooks
are helping them to increase their knowledge. In some other case, beside science reserve, any other book
likes Wars of the Roses: Stormbird to make your spare time considerably more colorful. Many types of book
like here.
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